
Activation of the 3rd light body, 
Chakras 25 – 36, according to Natara® 

Rising above the illusion – with light food  

In the seminar, the light body process the chakras are activated in reverse order, 
from the 36th chakra to the 25th chakra. Powerful spirals of energy will spin again 
after this activation. Purification of these divine and higher vibrating chakras is no 
longer necessary. Also, the last twelve radiating DNA strands are reactivated. 
During the activation, you will receive the anchoring of your golden DNA in all cells 
as a special gift from the invisible world. The golden vibration is activated in you, 
and the original energy from your generations is restored. This is such a great 
liberation! 

Your manifestation power increases by thirty-six thousand folds. The mental body 
expands to 4.5 meters, and the emotional body expands to 9 meters. Over time you 
become less judgmental, attachments and dramas lessen, and you experience more 
inner peace. The effects of the seminar can last up to 12 months. 
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Chakra Meaning 
25 The divine salutation 
26 The divine honoring 
27 The divine fire 
28 The divine trail 
29 The divine gold 
30 The divine message 
31 The divine action 
32 The divine art 
33 The divine miracle 
34 The divine celebration 
35 The divine expansion 
36 The divine power 

Because the vibration increases enormously through the light body process 25th-
36th chakra, it is possible to attach the cosmic light food. It is possible to supply 
cosmic energy, food, liquids, and other beautiful energies to the body through a 
light cannula. 

Three light cannulas Ascended Masters from the 18th dimension assist everybody 
who gets a light cannula activated. Their intention for us is to flourish, have fun, 
live without dogmas, and live in absolute freedom. With the initiation, humans or 
animals receive their light canula, Ascended Masters. They are their support 
person and regulate the body’s supply from the first day of the light 
feeding/nourishing process. 
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The light cannula is about 5cm long and is inserted into the spinal cord at the 
location of the 5th vertebra downwards. Once placed, it cannot be removed or 
destroyed by anyone. 

The light cannula amplifies to 12,000 % the light and thought power. 

When the soul leaves the body, it takes the light cannula. The matrix remains 

with the soul and comes with the next incarnation back into the body. 

Jesus already said: 

"The light food is not to eat nothing anymore, but to eat more consciously". 

Light food is beneficial for the soul weight to adjust, that we become aware of 
which food is good for us and which foods are bad for us, that we need less 
food, that we can manage without food and water at any given time, 
(emergencies) and for detoxification and purification. It's good to occasionally 
have a week or two of light food for detoxification. 
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It is beneficial to be in the energy during the process. This way, it can be 

transformed much easier. Therefore, we will spend the weekend together as a 

group (if desired, one-on-one appointments are also available). The chakras 25 

– 36 will be cleansed and verticalized on the weekend, and the DNA strands will 

be reconnected.  

You can find the current seminar dates at www.annrai.at/en/termine/. Seminars 

take place in Austria, Switzerland, Germany, and possibly in other places on 

this beautiful planet, if desired, in your country. 

Accommodation and food: Prices vary depending on the location 
Seminar price: 999.99 euros with light food 1800.00 euros 

Registration: ruth@annrai.at  

(The number of participants is limited to 7 people.) 
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